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During this Holiday Season,  

We hope that You and Your Family  

will be Celebrating and Rejoicing Together.   

We wish you Good Luck, Health, 

Happiness, and Prosperity. 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!! 

Christ is Born! Praise Him! 
 

Board of Directors and Administration of the  

Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada 
 

 
   
 

 
      
      
   
 



     
 
    



Where Are They Now ? 
Thank you for helping us find so many of our ‘missing’ members from our previous lists. We still have a few 

members though for whom we need current addresses. Please check the list – if you recognize anyone – 

contact your Branch, Head Office, or send in the Change of Address Notice form on the back page. These 

members, or their next of kin, are not participating in the benefits due to them as UFSC members. 

Thank you 

BRANCH MEMBER LAST KNOWN RESIDENCE 

22 WOJTOW Janna Hamilton ON 

34 MOLESKI Anne Regina SK 

38 LAWRYNIUK Maria Mississauga ON 

55 CHAMBERS Sherilyn Cochrane AB 

AA SMOLAK-TRAUBE Lana Herndon VA 

AA DEAN Andrea Calgary AB 

AA KURJEWICZ Mark Winnipeg MB 

AA WERBOVETSKY Nadia Camrose AB 

AA HENDERSON Anne Marie Bruce Mines ON 
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New 2011 Postage Rates 
Effective January 17, 2011 the new rates will be: 
 

 Domestic letter mail increases  

 from  .57 to .59 

 Standard USA letter mail increases   

   from 1.00 to 1.03 
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Beware of the Ongoing Battle with Budgeting 
Marketers push our emotional buttons, driving us to spend 

Budgeting is a simple concept to grasp. We all understand that a 

budget is basically a plan so we don’t spend more money on         

expenses than we earn.  

But the reality is, budgeting is much more difficult than we likely      

realize. If it were as simple as spending less and saving more,          

Statistics Canada wouldn't be reporting year in and year out another 

increase in our personal indebtedness.  

Since 1990, the average Canadian household's debt-to-income ratio 

- a measure of how much we owe versus how much we earn in       

annual income - has steadily increased to the point where, on average, a Canadian owes $1.40 for every       

dollar earned.  

Mortgages account for much of that indebtedness and borrowing to own a home is good debt. But according 

to the federal government's Task Force on Financial Literacy, one in five Canadians feels they are "in over 

their heads" and are no longer able to manage their debt loads. And 65 per cent of Canadians say their debts 

are limiting their ability to manage their financial goals.  

Debt counselor Sally Massey-Wiebe says budgeting is a lost art for many people. That is if they even learned 

how to create a budget in the first place.  

"It is something a lot of people find difficult to do and sometimes that's because they really don't know where 

to start," says the financial counselor. "We hear quite often 'Nobody ever taught me this,' or 'My parents  

weren't good with money and didn't tell me how to do this.' " 

While most of us could jot down our regular expenses - the monthly mortgage payment, utilities, the car loan 

payment, etc. - we struggle to nail down the irregular and discretionary expenses. And those are the ones that 

often throw whatever mental budget we have created in our head for a loop.  

"You know that seasonal celebrations come up and the car needs to have a tune-up once a year," she says. 

"But we often don't plan for those because they don't happen every pay cheque or every month the way our 

mortgage and our rent does."  

More often than not, these 'unexpected costs' throw many people into debt, forcing them to use their line of 

credit for emergencies, even though if they took the time to think about it, they know these costs are coming 

and would save for them.  

But just as challenging are those discretionary expenses. These are the things we buy with our surplus cash 

flow - at least in theory. But in practice, it's often a different story.  

"One of the most important things we have clients do is track their actual spending in order to get an idea of 

what they think they spend on food out, cigarettes, entertainment and all those things," she says. 

"That is their reality and a lot of clients are really surprised to see when they track where their money has 

gone this month, it's nowhere near what they estimated they were spending." 

But discretionary spending is largely driven by our emotions and controlling our emotions is no easy task.  

"One of the reasons people have a hard time sticking to a budget is because it's a very cognitive process," 

says Monica LaBarge, professor of marketing at Queen's University. We can come up with a neat budget, 

covering every single expense - a logical plan that will guide us to financial well-being. But pulling us in the 

opposite direction are our emotions.  

(Continued on page 4) 
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"Even though we know that we should be making rational decisions, it's really hard for us to turn off that part 

of our brains that tells us that something makes us feel good so we should do it," says LaBarge.  

And for better or worse, we live in a consumer-driven society where we are surrounded by messages to 

spend our money on things that make us feel good. 

"If you look at a lot of advertising, it certainly is related to emotions and what makes you happy," says            

Labarge. But you can't really blame marketers for being modern-day Svengalis, pushing our emotional        

buttons so that we loosen our tight grip on our wallets. It's often the nature of the products that determine the 

tone of the pitch. "You can't sell Coca Cola by that fact that you need to have Coke as opposed to water," she 

says. "You have to sell the emotional part of it." 

And lets face it. Emotions are unavoidable and even the most frugal consumer occasionally buys on impulse.  

But emotions that drive us to spend are not the only culprits that break our budgets. How we feel after we fall 

off the budget wagon also likely determines our future success with money management, says Sunghwan Yi, 

professor of consumer studies at Guelph University.  

Yi has studied how the guilt and/or shame we feel after we purchase an item impulsively affect our behaviour. 

Although the two feelings may seem interchangeable, Yi says psychology professor at George Mason       

University, Dr. June Tangney, theorizes they have some important differences.  

"According to Dr. Tangney, guilt occurs when we acknowledge that we made a mistake," he says. "You        

basically think that you are a wholesome person. It's just that you made a mistake. "When we feel shame, 

however, we tend to feel that there is something wrong with us. "You think 'I was born this way,' which means 

'I should not try to fix myself.' "  

Yi's research found that people who feel a great deal of shame about their spending have difficulty preventing 

overspending because, unlike people who feel guilt but little shame, they are less inclined to take constructive 

steps to change their behaviour.  

When it comes to sticking to a budget, the distinction between the two emotions is important, he says. If         

consumers are able to recognize these two emotions at work in themselves, they may be more likely to view 

an unplanned purchase as a mistake, rather than an irreparable defect of their nature, and take steps from 

having it happen again. 

One step people should take is to ensure their budgets not only reflect their rational dollars-and-cents         

calculations, but also their urges to spend for pleasure, says LaBarge. "By being aware of what you want to 

do emotionally and not trying to fight that to an unreasonable extent, you're probably going to be more likely 

to stick to your budget."  

It's a point Massey-Wiebe often has to impress upon her clients who are reluctant to start budgeting. 

"There's also a fear that I'm going to be nickeled and dimed to death, and I'm not going to have any more fun 

with my money," she says. "That's not necessarily the case because a good budget needs to be flexible and 

include ability to enjoy some of the things that you see as priorities in your life - whether you see that as         

buying coffee or going out for dinner."  

- Winnipeg Free Press 

(Continued from page 3) 

Beware of the Ongoing Battle with Budgeting 

 Credit cards: Due unto others 
 

 One thing a child outgrows in a hurry is your pocketbook! 
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How Much Does Your Life Cost ? 
Completing a cost-of-living form, which is a detailed list of monthly spending, is often when people realize just 

how much they actually spend every month. To create a realistic budget be sure to include the following:  

 Housing: Mortgage, rent, taxes, maintenance, utilities, insurance, phone, cable, Internet, and parking.  

 Food: Groceries, daily purchases (i.e.: milk or other perishables), dinner, coffee, and lunches out 

 Apparel: Clothes, shoes, laundry, dry cleaning 

 Transportation: Vehicle loan or lease, bus, gas, licence, parking, insurance, taxi, maintenance  

 Child Care: Daycare, child support 

 Insurance: Life, disability, and other insurance premiums 

 Education: Tuition, supplies, RESP contributions  

 Health: Dental, medical, prescriptions, vision care 

 Entertainment: Concerts, movies, plays, hobbies, club memberships, lessons, lotteries, vacations, 

babysitter 

 Personal: Haircuts, esthetics, allowances, toiletries, household cleaning supplies, cigarettes, alcohol  

 Gifts: Birthday, seasonal 

 Miscellaneous: Pets, donations, magazines, books, newspaper, bank charges 

 Savings: RRSP and TFSA contributions, emergency fund  

Budgeting Tips: Sticking to a budget isn't easy, but here are a few helpful pointers to keep you on track: 

Plan for the unexpected: Emergencies can sink the best-laid plans if your budget doesn't provide for        

additional funds for the unexpected. And putting it on plastic or the line of credit is not a contingency plan. Set 

money aside each pay cheque for emergencies.  

Estimate expenses, then verify: Write down what you think are your monthly expenses and then track your 

spending for the next month. Only by following your spending habits as closely as possible can you get a true 

feel for where your money is going.  

Paper, no plastic: If overspending is a problem, try using cash instead of plastic. With credit and debit 

cards , it's often easy to lose sight of your spending during the month. In contrast, you can only spend the 

cash you have in your wallet. Use an envelope system, where you determine your expenses for each pay  

period and put just enough cash for each expense in marked, separate envelopes. You spend your grocery 

money from your grocery envelope and the gas for the vehicle from the gas envelope, etc. If you decide to 

spend the grocery money on beer, you have to at least make a conscious choice to dip into the envelope for 

food.  This method reframes your spending choices when you start seeing all of the decisions that you make 

when it comes to spending as part of the big picture - how it will affect the entire month. 

Get everyone involved: Creating a budget for a household won't work if there's just one party involved in 

deciding the spending for everyone in the home. If there are two people that are contributing to the income 

and the spending in the household, then often they have two different perspectives on what they spend as 

well as one another spends. Bringing that information to the table together can be very helpful. 

Get good credit habits: Credit should be your friend, but it can also be your worst enemy if you don't use it 

responsibly. And a good budget will help you figure out whether you are able to afford to use it. It's the 'what's 

left over' that is not already allocated to something that you can use for credit. You can make payments of 

that certain amount without jeopardizing something else. 

- Winnipeg Free Press 



Financial planning is a process; it is not a one-time 

event. Here are the six steps involved in the       

process of creating the financial future you crave.  

This is a great frame-work to use for your overall 

planning, and can also be applied to each                 

separate financial issue and decision with which 

you are faced. Think of it as a way of thinking and a 

method for approaching any important problem.  

Remember that research has proved that the most 

important factor in achieving success is having  

specific goals and a written plan to reach those 

goals.  

Step 1 is to determine your starting point. Where 

are you today? Add up your assets (things you 

own) and your liabilities (amounts that you owe) 

and calculate the difference. This is called your net 

worth. You can set goals specific to  growing         

assets, decreasing liabilities, or goals tied to        

measuring your increase in net worth.  Look at cash 

flow; compare your current expenditures to your 

income. This helps you determine your saving     

capacity and the resources you have available to 

reach your bigger goals. You might want to set  

specific targets to decrease spending and live with-

in your means.  

Risk management and estate planning are both  

important areas. What is your current insurance 

coverage on your property, and against liability 

claims?  

Take a snapshot of other key items, like: 

 How much tax you actually pay? 

 What would happen if you died  - Who would 

get your stuff?  

 Would there be taxes to pay in your estate?  

 Would your family have enough income?  

 What would happen if you became disabled? 

Assess your life insurance needs and coverage, 

and income sources and needs in the event of          

disability. (Disability is several times more likely to 

occur than death during your working career.) 

Step 2 is setting specific, measurable goals.  

This statement of where you want to go, and where 

you want your life to go. Start by sitting  quietly and 

visualizing yourself six months, one year, and three 

years from now. What does your ideal future look 

like? How good do you feel in this picture, after  

having achieved those goals? Get specific. If your 

goal is to "increase my net worth by 10% by          

December 31, 2011," then measure it so you can 

put a specific dollar number on that goal and         

develop an actionable plan to reach it.   

Step 3 is determining the gap between where 

you are and where you want to go. This will likely 
present both challenges and opportunities. If your 

goal is to pay off certain debts by year end, then 

writing down all of your specific obligations, their 

interest rates, and payment amounts will show you 

opportunities to reduce the interest rate on some, 

and advantages to focusing on certain debts first. 

By fixating on your goal a plan will begin to            

develop. Don't hesitate to ask for help.  

Step 4 is examining the alternate routes to your 

destination. Again, help may be valuable. There is 
usually a variety of alternatives in financial planning 

and it's important that you examine several before 

you make your decision.  

Step 5 is putting the ideas into action -            

executing your plan. Without action, there are only 

noble thoughts. Get going. Motivation will come 

from the excitement of the plan itself and the vision 

of success it shows you. Reminding yourself 

throughout the year of your goals and your reasons 

for wanting to achieve them should be enough to 

keep you going through the tough times, which will 

crop up and could deter you.  

Step 6 is to periodically review your progress 

and update your plan as needed. This is          
important to ensure planning is a process rather 

than a one-time event. As your situation changes, 

your plan will need to be updated and modified. For 

best success, a complete review and update should 

take place at least once a year, with quarterly      

progress measurements along the way. If you are 

inclined to do it monthly, even better.   

Financial planning may not be an exciting sport, but 

achieving financial success is the foundation for 

freedom in the rest of your life. Tackle it now!  
* The Six-Step Process was originally developed by the        

Canadian Association of Financial  Planners. 

- Winnipeg Free Press 

Financial Planning - An Ongoing Process 
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People who are retiring, or leaving an employer for any other reason, face important decisions regarding their 

benefits plan. Very few employers offer retiree benefits today. The options for retiring or terminating           

employees have increased from previously being able to convert only the life insurance portion of an          

employer-provided benefits plan to now being able to convert accidental death and dismemberment,         

supplemental health care, dental care, long-term disability (in some cases), as well as life insurance.  

Not only has the list of benefits that can be converted expanded in most cases, but also the options available 

per benefit have also expanded. Traditionally, conversion with no medical evidence was the only option, and 

the premium cost was high, due to self-selection that naturally occurs. Many benefits providers now offer  

conversion options that require limited evidence of insurability and coverage at a reasonable cost. For people 

losing their employer-provided benefits plan, decisions must be made - which benefits to replace, at what lev-

el, and with which provider.             

LIFE INSURANCE 

For retirees, the need for life insurance changes. Early in a person's career, life insurance is needed to cover 

debt and replace lost income in the event of a premature death. In retirement, life insurance is likely more of 

an estate planning strategy to cover capital gains tax or charitable giving. The need to replace employer-

provided life insurance depends on an individual's circumstances and personal coverage already in place.       

HEALTH AND DENTAL CARE BENEFITS 

Some aspects of a typical health and dental plan - for instance, chiropractic, physiotherapy, or dental - are 

cash-flow management, and in the long run, the cost to insure is similar to the cost of the benefits received. 

Claims for these kinds of costs are small, frequent, and relatively certain.  

Other aspects are insurance protection against less likely, but significantly more costly events. Medical        

emergencies abroad, for example, could have a significant financial impact and should be insured. Out-of-

country emergency medical coverage as an individual policy for a specific trip or as a multi-trip policy is    

available. As a part of a group plan or group conversion, out-of-country emergency medical coverage has lim-

itations on pre-existing conditions, maximum trip duration, and maximum age coverage.  

DRUG COVERAGE 

Provincial drug coverage varies widely from province to province. For example, drug plans for seniors in BC, 

ON, and AB (changes to Alberta Seniors Drug Plan become effect July 1, 2010) are income-based and cover 

a limited list of generic drugs. Many of the new experimental drugs are not covered by provincial plans.         

Additional drug coverage may therefore be warranted to cover gaps in the drug list or exclusion from a      

provincial drug plan due to income. 

Both group conversion plans and individual policies offer coverage against catastrophic drug costs; however, 

most have a maximum annual limit on claims. Although still relatively infrequent, drug claims in excess of 

$7,500 per year have increased exponentially. The pharmaceutical industry has evolved and continues to 

produce many new drugs that allow people to live normal, productive lives with illnesses that were previously 

debilitating or terminal. These drugs are expensive to develop and do not have a generic equivalent.  

If insurability is not an issue, consider obtaining a new individual plan for catastrophic drug claims or out-of-

country coverage.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

If you are planning to leave your employer - to retire or for any other reason - please contact your financial 

advisor or plan administrator for assistance in sorting through your need to replace components of your     

employer-provided benefits plan and the options to do so.  
- The Nakamun Group 

When Employer Provided Benefit Plans End 

Punctuality is something that, if you have it, all too often there’s nobody around to share it with you 
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Common Financial Planning Terminology 
Annuity – A contract, legal obligation, to pay certain amounts over a specified period of time to an individual. 

Beneficiary – One named in a Will, Trust or other legal document to receive an interest in an estate.  

Bequest – A direction in a Will to pay over or distribute personal property. Also called a Legacy.  

Gift Planning – Gift planning is the process of designating charitable gifts so that the donor realizes             

philanthropic objectives while maximizing tax and other financial benefits.  

Grantor or Settlor – The creator of a trust or other legal document.  

Gross Estate – Everything in which the deceased person owned an interest in at the time of death. It        

embraces such items as life insurance or partial interests in joint property.  

Endowment – Capital held in perpetuity. The capital is saved and invested, while its annual earnings are 

spent.  

Intestate – Dying without a valid Will. 

Irrevocable Trust – A trust that cannot be changed or dissolved.  

Legacy – A disposition of personal property by a Will.  

Life Estate – A gift of property in which the donor retains the right to use the property for life. 

Life Income Trust – A plan whereby gift assets are placed in trust for the lifetime benefit of an income         

beneficiary, with the remainder going to another beneficiary.  

Personal Property – Tangible – Jewelry, artwork, antiques, clothing. 

Personal Property – Intangible -  Stocks, bonds, notes, patents.  

Probate – The process of providing a Will’s validity; used loosely to mean the administration of an estate.  

Real Property – Includes land, buildings, and items attached in a relatively permanent manner, such as      

escalators and light fixtures. 

Remainder – The amount remaining in a trust after income payments have ended. 

Revocable Trust – A trust that can be changed or dissolved at any time by the grantor.  

Testament(ory) Trust – A trust established through the Will of a grantor. 

Testate – Dying without a valid Will. 

Trust – An arrangement whereby property is held by an individual or institution for the benefit of others. 

Trustee – Party legally responsible for carrying out the terms and performance of a trust.  

Will – A legal instrument disposing of a person’s property at the time of his or her death.  

Test Your Investing Tolerance 
Whether you are a seasoned investor or just starting out, it is always a good idea to educate yourself about 

risk tolerance – and to test your own ability to withstand investments risk. 

Completing a risk tolerance questionnaire can give you an indication of your capacity to endure the emotional 

ups and downs that go along with investing. And it can help you determine how well your portfolio matches 

your inherent attitude to risk. Most questionnaires take just a few minutes to complete. 

Financial service firms and advisors provide risk-tolerance evaluations, or complete one online at: 

Ontario Securities Commission www.investored.ca  - look under “Tools and Calculators” 

Alberta Securities Commission www.albertasecurities.com - look under “Investors” - then “Check first” 

Index Fund Advisors of Canada www.ifcanada.com 
- Investment Executive 
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At the end of 2009 changes were made to the Canada Pension Plan (CPP) that may make starting early CPP 

payments less attractive. These changes begin to take effect in 2011 but will not affect those who have      

already started to receive their CPP retirement pension before the end of 2010. Some of the changes include: 

Early / Late Payment Adjustments 

Downward or upward adjustment made to the monthly pension amount received by individuals who decide to 

start receiving CPP pensions before or after the age of 65 will change. 

Currently, CPP pension benefits are permanently reduced by 0.5% per month (6.0% per year) for each month 

before an individual’s 65th birthday that the pension is started, to a maximum of 30%. Over a five year period 

beginning in 2012, this will increase to 0.6% per month (7.2% per year) to a maximum of a 36% reduction in 

pension benefits. 

Conversely, after the age of 65, CPP pension benefits are currently increased by 0.5% per month (6.0% per 

year) for each month that the pension is take after the age of 65 and up to the age of 70, to a maximum of 

30%. Over a three year period beginning in 2011, this will increase to 0.7% per month (8.4% per year) for 

each month that the pension is started after the age of 65 and up to age 70, to a maximum of a 42% increase 

in benefits. 

A greater reduction in pension benefits for early receipt of payments and a greater increase for late receipt of 

payments may influence the timing decision of when to apply for the CPP pension. 

Elimination of Work Cession Test 

Currently, in order to apply for early receipt of CPP payments an individual must stop working by the end of 

the month before and during the month in which the CPP retirement pension payment (currently $ 934.17 per 

month) in the month before and during the month in which the pension begins. Beginning in 2012, this test will 

no longer apply. 

The elimination of the rule may better assist those between the ages of 60 and 65 to plan for retirement by 

allowing employment earnings to be supplemented by CPP benefits. 

Required Contributions Under Age 65 

Currently, individuals who receive CPP pension benefits and choose to return to work are not required to   

restart CPP contributions. Beginning in 2012, those under the age of 65 (and their employers) receiving CPP 

pension benefits while continuing to work will be required to make CPP contributions but will earn additional 

pension benefits based on the rate of pensionable earnings. Those between the ages of 65  and 70 who are 

working and receiving CPP benefits will have the option to contribute, which will result in increased retirement 

benefits. 

Remember, you must apply to receive CPP benefits; they are not paid automatically. For an estimate of your 

CPP retirement pension, a CPP Statement of Contributions is available at www,servicecanada.gc.ca. 

- TD Waterhouse 

Your CPP Benefits May Be Affected 

What Are Seniors Worth? 
Remember, old folks are worth a fortune, with silver in their hair, gold in their teeth, stones in their kidneys, lead in 

their feet, and gas in their stomach. 

I have become a little older since I saw you last. Frankly, I have become a frivolous old gal! I am seeing five gentle-

men every day. As soon as I wake up, Will Power helps me get out of bed. Then I go see John. Then Charlie Horse 

comes along and when he is here, he takes a lot of my time and attention. After he leaves, Arthur Ritis shows up and 

stays the rest of the day. Of course, he doesn’t like to stay in one place very long so he takes me from joint to joint. 

After such a busy day, I’m really very tired and glad to go to bed with Ben Gay. What a life! On yes, I’m also flirting 

with Al Zymer. 
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HEAD OFFICE 

 Osvita Foundation Inc 

 Holy Family Nursing Home 

 Rozmai School of Dance 

 St Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church 

 Ukrainian Canadian Congress - MB Provincial Council - Ukraine-Kyiv Pavilion 
 

ONTARIO 

 Nativity Story - St Volodymyr Ukrainian Orthodox Church 

Donations 

Ukrainian Summer Camp &  
Summer Language Study Rebate Program 

 The weekly rebate is $ 50.00  

to a maximum of $ 100.00 for two weeks 

 The age limit is 18 
 

The Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada  

offers a rebate to Youth Members who: 
 

 attend a Ukrainian Summer Camp  or 
 

 participate in a Ukrainian Language Summer Study 

Program  
 

 

This rebate is offered to existing Youth Members and to new Youth Members 

 who become insured with the Fraternal in the current year.  

A Youth Member is the insured person of a Child’s Insurance Plan. 
 

Official receipts are required in order to qualify for the rebates. 

Insurance Application Information and Rebate Application Forms  

are available from the Head Office or a local Branch Representative. 
 

December 31, 2010 is the Deadline for 2010 Refund Requests 
Requests received after December 31 will be declined 

On the Lighter Side 
 “Spring Break” is when kids work on their tans and teachers work on their sanity 

 Why is that dogs go to obedience school and kids run wild?  

 One of the toughest things about being a parent is having to punish your child for something that your  

parents could never catch you doing. 
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2010 Scholarship Recipients 

Matthew Moskaluk 
 

Matthew is a resident of Toronto ON. Matthew takes great pride in his                

community involvement and feels that his Ukrainian heritage has greatly 

shaped his life.   

Attending Ukrainian school since kindergarten, Matthew developed a 

deep appreciation for Ukrainian language and culture and thus he        

completed Ukrainian School with honours. For many years he has        

attended the Ukrainian Youth Association, where he currently serves as 

a counselor. 

Ukrainian dance has also been an integral part of Matthew’s life and he 

has  performed with  the Yavir and Desna dance troupes at many local 

and international cultural events. He continues to perform with Desna as 

a soloist and  he currently sits on their Board of Directors. 

Clearly, Matthew will continue to spread his enthusiasm for Ukrainian 

culture as he enters the Life Science program at the University of Toronto, Mississauga.  His intention is to 

pursue a professional life that includes continuing to promote the Ukrainian community locally and             

internationally. 

    Nikolas Lopez 
 

Nikolas is a resident of Courtice ON. He has always taken an active role 

in many facets of the Ukrainian community.  

Nikolas was instrumental in designing and implementing a website for 

the Ukrainian Orthodox Parish, St. John’s UOCC.  His cultural interests 

extend to learning about Ukrainian history and he was involved in an 

informational exhibit regarding the Holodomor at the Oshawa Public  

Library. 

Other community contributions include his membership in the 151st 

Chadburn Squadron of the Royal Canadian Air Cadets, where he 

achieved the rank of Flight Corporal. Nikolas also attended the Air         

Cadets’ Basic summer course and Introduction to Leadership and was 

awarded Top Cadet.   

Academically, Nikolas has continuously strived for excellence that has 

been shown through the numerous distinctions he has received such 

as, the Grade’s 10 and 11 Honour Roll, Ontario Scholar, and the Humanities and Social Sciences Award for 

academic excellence. This dedication and commitment has led to his acceptance to Queen’s University in 

Kingston ON, where Nikolas will be pursuing a Bachelor’s of Arts Degree majoring in Political Studies with 

aspirations to continue his education at law school. 
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Stefan Sidorkiewicz 
 

Stefan is a resident of Courtice ON. Stefan enjoys participating in many 

Ukrainian traditional and cultural activities in his area.  

He continuously displays a level of maturity and initiative in regards to 

his community involvement. This past year much of Stefan’s efforts 

were focused on his position as President of his church youth group and 

assisting with various  parish functions at St. John the Baptist Ukrainian 

Orthodox Church.   

His other major community interest is his long-time involvement in 

Ukrainian dance.  He is a member of the Odessa Ukrainian Dancers 

and was proud to organize and chair the group’s successful golf        

tournament, which raised funds for the dancers to perform at the          

Canadian National Ukrainian Festival in Dauphin MB. 

Even with Stefan’s busy schedule he still manages to place great      

emphasis on his studies and has consistently achieved the honour roll 

in high school. Stefan’s exceptional attitude and work ethic will be a great asset to him while he attends         

Carlton University for Civil Engineering with a concentration on management.  

2010 Scholarship Recipients 

Katrusia Pohoreski 
 

Katrusia is a resident of Sherwood Park AB. She views the Ukrainian 

Canadian community and academics as areas of great importance.  

She regularly attends St. John’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral in      

Edmonton and is an active member in both the parish and CYMK. Her 

various activities include, singing in the church choir and serving as 

Vice-President on the Alberta Provincial CYMK Executive.  

Katrusia was pleased to help organize Alberta CYMK’s Zustrich 2010 at 

Camp Bar-V-Nok which theme was Ukrainian Immigration to Canada. 

Katrusia’s other major focus is her active participation in Ukrainian 

dance.  She is a member of the Ukrainian Shumka Dancers in            

Edmonton and feels that it is an honour to represent Ukrainian culture 

through dance. 

Katrusia also excels in academics and has maintained Honours with 

Distinction standing in high school and was awarded the Governor  

General’s Academic Medal. Her past academic successes will surely 

benefit her as she enters her second year of General Sciences at the University of Alberta. 

Joanne Melnychuk (L), AB Provincial  Director, 

presents Katrusia Pohoreski (R) her Award   
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Organization - A Building Block for Scholastic Success 
Students' success in school is based on a number of factors. One of which is 

how organized they are with assignments, including homework.  

Students with torn or crumpled-up papers in their backpacks, desks, or lockers, 

unruly notebooks and more could find it's harder to make the grade. A little time 

spent getting organized can go a long way toward improving grades and        

performance at school. The following are some tips on how to achieve that:  

Use color - Colour co-ordinate binders, notebooks, folders, and textbooks so 

that you can easily grab the items you need for specific classes.  

Purchase a three-hole punch - Punch holes into hand-outs from teachers and 

file accordingly in your three-ring binder.  

Create to-do lists - Use an assignment pad, day planner, or simply a piece of paper to keep track of           

assignments and things that are complete. Use one side of a folder for items that aren't yet completed and the 

other for completed work.  

Take notes - Pay attention in class and take dated notes. This way you know what date range to study for a 

specific test.  

Organize books to your schedule - Do you have language arts, then math, then science? Stack your books 

in your desk or locker in order so that you can easily grab what you need.  

Follow teacher-recommended supplies - Use the list that the teacher supplies as a guideline for what 

needs to be purchased. Package pens, staplers, pencils, etc. in one case so that they're easily accessed in a 

book bag. Keep a spare set at home so you have the same tools both in and out of the classroom.  

Prioritize tasks - Complete the short-notice tasks first while continuing to complete parts of long-term tasks. 

Also, work on homework assignments that are a struggle to you first so that you can breeze through easier 

assignments at the end of a homework session.  

Leave enough time - Rushing around in the morning to catch a ride or school bus to school may cause you 

to forget important items at home. Leaving yourself enough time to get ready to head out to school is a major 

organizational step.  

Keep on top of clutter - Go through compiled papers weekly to see what you can toss. Save only necessary 

items for studying.  

Get enough rest - A well-rested body and mind is much better equipped to handle the daily stresses of 

school life. Trying to be organized while scatterbrained is no way to start out.  

Schedule consistent study times - Plan to study or do homework at the same time each day so you don't 

feel overwhelmed.  

Reward yourself for a job well done - It's much easier to stay on track if you have a goal. Work toward that 

goal, and then reward yourself when you achieve it.  

- The Times 

May the Sun bring you new energy by day, 

May the Moon softly restore you by night, 

May the Rain wash away your worries, 

May the Breeze blow new strength into your being, 

May you Walk gently through the world and know its Beauty all of the days of your life. 
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Focus on Creating Strong Study Habits 
Regardless of where a person might be, distractions abound in this highly technological age.  

Adults at the office can get distracted by the Internet, instant messaging, text messages on their cell phones, 

and a host of other things that weren’t around as recently as 10 years ago.   

While adults might be capable of juggling these distractions and still meeting the demands of their             

commitments and responsibilities, children are likely less capable. In fact, distractions such as social           

networking websites, instant messaging, and cell phones can make study time exceedingly difficult.   

However, there are steps parents can take to ensure their children can focus without distraction to their 

schoolwork.  

 Have a household study hour. Parents of two or more children might find a daily household study 

hour an effective means to minimizing distraction. Let children sit together as they study or do their 

homework, even if they are in different grades. During this household study hour, parents should      

refrain from watching television or doing anything else that could distract kids from their studies. Use 

the time kids are studying to prepare dinner, read a book or magazine, clean up around the house, or 

walk the dog. But avoid anything that kids might find more fun than their homework. 

 Make it a daily commitment. Kids don’t necessarily have homework or a test to study for every day. 

However, on days when kids don’t take any work or studies home from school, spend at least a little 

time going over current lessons. Making a daily commitment will help reinforce lessons already 

learned and will also help establish a known routine wherein kids expect to do some schoolwork every 

day. Substantial time does not need to be set aside on off days, but enough time to make it more than 

a passing exercise. 

 Schedule study time after snack time. Children won’t be able to concentrate fully if their stomach is 

growling.  So before kids sit down to crack the books after getting home from school, sit with them and 

have a snack. This can be a time for them to unwind and a healthy snack will give them the energy 

they need to study hard and get their work done. 

 Make the study area comfortable. Kids will be distracted by an uncomfortable seat or a room that’s 

too hot or too cold. While it’s common for kids to study at the desk in their bedroom, such an             

arrangement might prove too distracting, as many of today’s kids have bedrooms that resemble an 

electronics store showroom. A study area that’s not within earshot of a television should have        

comfortable chairs (no studying on the couch), a pleasant temperature (room temperature should        

suffice), and plenty of fresh air so kids don’t grow tired or congested as they do their work. 

Lateral Thinking Puzzlers 
Family Reunion 

At a family reunion, it was found that the following relationships existed between the people present: Father, 

Mother, Son, Daughter, Uncle, Aunt, Brother, Sister, Cousin, Nephew, Niece. However, there were only four 

people present. How could this be so? 

Matrimonial Problems 

John and David were brother. John married Jane. David married Diana. The strange thing was, John and  

Diana shared the same wedding anniversary. David’s wedding anniversary was one month before this date 

and Jane’s was one moth after it. None of them had ever divorced or remarried. What was going on? 

Clues on page 15                      Answers on page 27 
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Preparation Helps Eliminate Exam Stress 
In the light of the country's economic downturn, 

few topics are as prevalent as stress. 

In the course of the last year, many families have 

suffered the loss of their income, and many more 

have even lost their homes.  

The reality of a recession always illustrates the 

problem or stress. But for the nation's students, 

stress is a reality that, unlike economic woes, is 

more permanent than it is temporary. Handling 

stress is a large part of being successful in the 

classroom, particularly as students advance 

through high school and into higher education. 

But handling stress is different for everyone, and 

there are myriad healthy ways in which students 

can cope with stress. Here are just a few         

suggestions on how students can handle stress: 

Combine regular exercise with a healthy diet. 

Studies abound as to the mental benefits of         

exercise. Exercise not only improves a person's 

physical health, but also has a positive impact on 

mood, oftentimes making it easier to cope with 

stress. Part of that is because exercise relieves 

muscle tension, which can build up greatly in        

individuals suffering from significant stress. In      

addition, the negative effects of stress can be 

weight gain and other damaging physical effects, 

making exercise especially important.  

- The Times 

UFSC Scholarship Program 
Eligibility:   

The applicant must be achieving academic excellence and pursuing post  

secondary studies that will lead to a degree, certificate, or diploma.  

The Scholarship Awards are available to individuals who are insured by 

UFSC. At the time of application their policy must have been in effect for a 

period of not less than three (3) years and the current account must be in 

good standing. 

Selection Criteria:  

A UFSC Scholarship Award is presented to the individuals who achieve academic excellence and have a  

history of academic accomplishments. The applicants must be enrolled as a fulltime student attending an  

accredited university, college, or technical institute. Applicants must demonstrate that they have taken         

initiatives to contribute to the Ukrainian Canadian Community . 

The awarding of the Scholarships will be at the sole discretion of the Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada.  

Application Deadline is August 15 of each calendar year.  

For detailed application information, please contact UFSC Head Office. 

Family Reunion Puzzler Clue: 

This is not a trick question in any sense. All the relationships are present between the people there. Do not 

start with any false assumptions. For example, husband and wife are not mentioned! Try leaving the bother 

and sister relationship to last and start with the aunt, uncle, cousin, etc. 

Matrimonial Problem Puzzler Clue: 

Each sentence in itself is true. The key is the second sentence. These questions should help make things a 

little clearer: 

Q: Is John married to Jane?  Is David married to Diana? Is David married to Jane? A: No to all of these. 

Q: Is john married to Diana?  A: Yes 
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In Memoriam 

 

Our Sincerest Condolences 
 

to the families and friends 
 

                   of the Members  
 

                     who have died 

Leaving a Legacy Checklist 
 Prepare a Will. Without a Will, you lose control over your property at death. 

 Leave a gift in your Will for the charitable organization(s) that made a difference in your life. Imagine the 

 positive impact on our community if everyone made a gift from their estate to their favourite charities. 

 Leave a specific dollar amount or a percentage of the assets in your Will to charities of your choice. 

 Consider using assets for your charitable gift. These include – but are not limited to – cash, stocks, bonds, 

 mutual funds, term deposits, real estate, vehicles, art, jewelry, or insurance. Such gifts may even provide 

 tax savings. 

 Name a charity as a beneficiary of your RRSP, RRIF, or pension. 

 Name your favourite charity as the beneficiary of an existing or paid-up life insurance policy. 

 Purchase a new life insurance policy naming your favourite charity as the beneficiary. 

 Remember loved ones with memorial gifts or celebrate personal or professional milestones with tribute 

 gifts. 

 Encourage family and friends to make gifts to charities or include charities in their Wills. 

 Ask your financial or estate planning advisor to include charitable giving as part of your plan. 
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Patricia Leonora Pyra (B.A., B.Ed.) 1937 - 2010 
Patricia Leonora Pyra, nee Wiwchar, passed away at Concordia        

Hospital on Saturday, May 15, 2010.  

Throughout her life she made her family her most important priority. 

Without a doubt, we have lost one of the most beautiful people one 

could ever have the privilege of knowing. She will be deeply missed 

and her memory forever cherished by her devoted and loving husband 

of 42 years, Jack, and her only daughter, Christina. She also leaves to 

mourn - her brother Andrew Winchar (Kae) as well as her sister-in-law 

Bernadette Groinus (Al) and numerous nieces and nephews along with 

their children. She will also be dearly missed by a large extended   

family and several Godchildren.  

Patricia was born to parents Stephen and Eugenia Wiwchar and was raised on Burrows Avenue in 

the North End. She attended William Whyte Elementary School and graduated from Isaac Newton 

High School. In 1956 Patricia obtained her teaching certificate at the Manitoba Normal School and 

later graduated with a B.A. and B.Ed. from the University of Manitoba.  

Patricia and Jack met in Winnipeg when they were attendants at a cousin's wedding. It was love at 

first sight. They married on July 15, 1967 at the Marlborough Hotel. In 1975 their only child was 

born. Patricia had a great teaching career in the Seven Oaks School Division. She was a gifted         

educator and school counsellor at Jefferson Junior High and was instrumental in introducing       

Ukrainian as a language of instruction at the junior high level. She was a very dedicated teacher and 

her students remember her fondly as one who counselled them by giving them positive attitudes        

towards resolving their problems within the school or at home.  

Throughout her life, Patricia proudly displayed and shared her Ukrainian culture. For many years 

she taught Sunday School at the Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral of St. Mary the Protectress, the 

same Cathedral where she participated in Ukrainian dance, choir, and CYMK. Also an Honourary 

Life Member of Ukrainian National Home, she and Jack constantly supported the community, and 

raised their daughter to equally embrace and love this beautiful culture. Patricia had a wonderful life 

as an active participant and volunteer in many organizations. She served on the executives of the 

Ukrainian Fraternal Society, Ukrainian National Home, Alpha Omega Alumni, the Ukrainian           

Orthodox Cathedral of St. Mary the Protectress, the Ukrainian Voice, Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian 

Education, and the Transcona Horticultural Society. She was also the canvassing District             

Coordinator for the Heart and Stoke Foundation and an enthusiastic dedicated volunteer at the  

Folklorama Kyiv Pavilion.  

Many unforgettable times were shared at the cottage at Pinawa Bay, at sporting events, the          

symphony, or at the theatre. Patricia had a passion for travel and experienced many trips and   

cruises throughout the world including Europe, North America, Hawaii, the Caribbean, Mexico, and 

most recently South America. Patricia shared her talents as a pianist and painter with unbelievable 

patience. Always positive, she touched the lives of everyone she met and will forever live on in our 

hearts and memories. A Funeral Service was held on Thursday, May 20 at the Ukrainian Orthodox 

Cathedral of  St. Mary the Protectress, Winnipeg MB with interment in Elmwood Cemetery.  
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Anne Kowal 1912 - 2010 
We are saddened to announce that our beautiful mother, grandmother, 

and great-grandmother has passed away at the age of 97 years and five 

months on May 21, 2010 at Oakview Nursing Home.  

Mom ( Baba ) was born on December 12, 1912 (12-12-12) in Winnipeg, 

where she spent her entire life. She was very active and loved singing in 

her church choir at the Holy Ghost Ukrainian Catholic Church. Next to 

her family, the church was the most important thing in her life. She also 

loved playing Bingo at the Pioneer Seniors Club and treasured the many 

friends she acquired over the years. Their support and friendship meant 

the world to her and to us. Mom played the mandolin in her younger days 

and enjoyed reminiscing about it. She loved her big garden and cooking perogies and cabbage rolls. 

The grandchildren always thought her cooking was the best and called their Baba the Queen of 

Cabbage Rolls and Perogies. She loved and was very proud of her family and was always checking 

to see if they were alright. She took pride in showing their pictures to people. She was proud of her 

Ukrainian heritage and would ask everyone she met if they were Ukrainian. Her last few months 

were very difficult  after she fell out of her wheelchair and broke her leg.  

Mom belonged to the Sisterhood of St. Anne (later renamed the Ukrainian Catholic Women's 

League) and was the oldest living member in Manitoba. The league honoured her for her loyalty.  

Mom was also a member of the Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada since 1929.  

Mom was predeceased by her husband Michael; her parents, Anthony and Helen Werboski; her 

brother Wally; daughter-in-law Irene; and son-in-law Ivan. Within the last few years, she lost her     

sisters, Mary Sulavella and Jean Wensel; brother-in-law John Kowal; niece Joyce (Kowal) Limerick; 

nephew Ken Wensel; and many other dear relatives.  

Mom will be forever loved and deeply missed by her daughter Dorene Beck (Doug Hughes); son 

Donald Kowal (Ann Mabon); and her six grandsons: Jeff Beck (Lori) of BC, Chris Beck (Brenda),  

Jason Beck (Chantal), of Winnipeg, Greg Kowal (Thalie) of Calgary, Dr. Scott Kowal (Karen), and 

Grant Kowal of Winnipeg; and her beloved great-grandchildren: Kali, Jade and Julian Beck of BC; 

Ryan and Alana Beck, Cameron, Wesley, Ewan and Dana Kowal of Winnipeg; and John Apostolukis 

of Calgary; as well as sisters-in-law Teena Bodner, Emma Kowal, and Jean Kowal; and many nieces 

and nephews.  

Funeral Mass was said at Holy Ghost Ukrainian Catholic Church on May 26. Burial will be at          

Brookside Cemetery at a later date.  

VICHNAYA PAMYAT  
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Report on the 20
th

 Convention - June 2010 
On the evening of Friday, June 11, the Board of Directors held the final meeting of its tenure. There was a   

general review of the items to be presented and the procedural requirements at the next day’s Convention. 

Boris Salamon, President, opened the Convention sessions at 8:30 am Saturday, June 12. Daniel Huzyk was 

elected as the Convention Chair and assumed responsibility for the day’s proceedings. Reports were          

presented from each of the Board of Directors, Provincial Directors, UFSC Appointed Auditor, and UFSC     

Appointed Actuary. There were several By-law amendments presented and adopted. Copies of the new       

By-laws are available, upon request, from the Head Office. 

The Board of Directors that were elected for the 2010 to 2014 term are: 

 President    Boris Salamon 

 Vice-President   Dr Michael Lasko D.M.D. 

 Treasurer    Sylvia Pawlik 

 Secretary    Nettie Dolski 

 Provincial Directors: 

  British Columbia Daniel Huzyk B.A.,C.D.,R.I.B.C. 

  Alberta    Joanne Melnychuk 

  Saskatchewan  Orest Warnyca 

  Manitoba   Taras Monastyrski P.Eng. 

  Ontario   Boris Pancoe 

 Directors    Patricia Bugera Krawchuk 

       Andrea Taylor 

The Convention concluded with a banquet for the directors, delegates, and guests. The evening’s                 

entertainment was provided by the Rozmai School of Dance and excerpts from the musical Strike! sung by  

Taras Luchak with commentary by Composer and Producer Danny Schur. 

L - R  Standing: Daniel Huzyk, Taras Monastyrski, Joanne Melnychuk, Orest Warnyca, Boris Pancoe 

Seated: Nettie Dolski, Michael Lasko, Boris Salamon, Maurice Bugera (Past-President) 

Missing: Patricia Bugera Krawchuk, Sylvia Pawlik, Andrea Taylor 
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New Director Profiles 
Patricia Bugera Krawchuk  

 Husband - William Krawchuk 

 Daughter - Maya 

 Registered Dietitian and Nutrition Programs Manager for the Dairy Farmers of Manitoba 

 Bachelor of Human Ecology 1991 - University of Manitoba; Dietetic Internship Program 1992;        

Certificate in Adult Education 1999 - St. Francis Xavier University 

 Served as Treasurer of UFSC Branch 23 in Winnipeg MB for numerous years  

 Other activities and interests include serving as Chair of the Child Nutrition Council of Manitoba;  

Member of Continuing Education Audit Committee for the College of Registered Dietitians of Manitoba 

(2007- present); Board experience with various organizations 

 UFSC member since 1981 

 

Sylvia Pawlik  

 Son - David; Daughter - Diana 

 Registered Nurse in Post-Operative Anesthesia Unit at Victoria General Hospital; Student Nurse          

Preceptor 

  RN Victoria General Hospital Graduate 1962; Kellog Foundation Leadership Course 1967; Ongoing 

monthly in-services; Annual Post Anesthesia workshops; Award for Nursing Excellence received in 

2008 

 Other activities and interests include being on the Board of Directors of the Ukrainian Museum of  

Canada (Manitoba Branch); Member of Ukrainian Women’s Association (since 1968); West Kildonan 

Horticulture Membership Committee; active member at Holy Trinity Orthodox Cathedral   

 UFSC member since 1974 

 

Andrea Taylor  

 Husband - David 

 Son - Taras; Daughter - Evania  

 Employed by the Government of Manitoba (Family Services and Consumer Affairs) in Service        

Delivery Support as a Employment and Income Program Specialist  

 Bachelor of Arts 1974; Real Estate Broker 1984; Numerous Government sponsored leadership       

programs and project management  

 Served on the UFSC Audit Committee (1998 - 2001) 

 Other activities and interests include being a Board Member of Esther House; Campaign Manager - 

Salvation Army; Habitat for Humanity Program Trainer; Social Committee - Holy Trinity Ukrainian       

Orthodox Cathedral; President of Ukrainian Nursery for Tiny Tots (1985 - 1989) 

 UFSC member since 1991 
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L-R - Back Row: Corey Barker,  Michael Zaleschuk, Karen Luchak, Donald Moskaluk, Gwen Warnyca,  

Greg Hrycak, Tania Ruday, Taras Luchak, Juliane Schaible, Danny Schur,  

Elaine Salamon, Linda Lazarowich, John Malyna, Colleen Chubenko, Nicholas Chubenko 

Middle Row: Natasha Onyschuk, Elena Scharabun, Bohdan Romaniuk, John Strohyj, Kate Strohyj,  

Lydia Huzyk, Daniel Huzyk, Taras Monastyrski, Joanne Melnychuk, Orest Warnyca,  

Maurice Bugera, Ruth Wing, Helen Saracuse, Jack Pyra, Olga Monastyrski 

Front Row: Christopher Kwasniowski, Aemilia Kwasniowski, Matthew Hawrylak, Maria Hawrylak, Bernie Dolski,  

Nettie Dolski, Michael Lasko, Boris Salamon, Boris Pancoe, Iris Bugera, Serge Radchuk, Leona Radchuk, Judith Lasko 

Rozmai School of Dance - Volyn Girls Dance 

Rozmai School of Dance - Boys Tambourine 

20
th
 Convention 

June 12, 2010 

Victoria Inn & Convention Centre 

Winnipeg MB 
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Taras Luchak and Danny Schur - Strike! 

Rozmai School of Dance - Hopak 
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Christmas Rituals 
Hey, Mom. Come quick, you gotta see this! Two snowplow guys are fighting out in the road. One of 'em slid 

off the street into a wall and then the other guy showed up and hit two mailboxes and crashed into the first 

one, and then the one guy took off his gloves and threw'em at the other guy, and both their hats fell off and ..” 

Ryan! Go back outside, can't you see I'm busy?" Her chilly words freeze the boy's gush of words. "And take 

Jen with you. She's making too much noise with that game box of hers. I have to have these done by            

3:30." 

Snow-booted feet scamper, the door slams. For a moment, all is quiet. Then, in a sudden burst of guilt and 

worry, the beleaguered woman jumps up, runs to the door, flings it open, and shrieks, "And stay away from 

those plows!" Sighing, she goes back to the cluttered kitchen table, where she's hand-painting two dozen  

paper plates for the cookie exchange. Much as she'd like to, she can't skip this competitive annual  neigh-

bourhood ritual - and its ritual obligations. 

Oh, those obligations! The checklists, the gift lists, the to-do lists. The expectations, the guilt, the                

commitments, the compulsions, the burdens, the chores, the shopping. Finding a parking place at the mall. 

Baking twelve dozen cookies by Tuesday morning. Facing dreaded mother-in-law, and her perfectionist 

wrath, specially honed for inciting holiday stress and fear. And what if Uncle Bill gets drunk and disorderly at 

dinner again? The hype, the craziness, the expense - they get worse every year. But what can a mother do? 

Christmas, at its best, is a timeless ritual recognition of human kinship, and of our deep connection with the 

rhythms of nature. By observing this mid-winter milestone, we join hands in an endless chain with our fellow 

humans, past, present, and future. As part of this great chain, we celebrate in faith, anticipate in hope, and 

honour with love and humility the return of the sun. Each year, our long-ago ancestors watched with alarm as 

the hours of daylight inexorably dwindled. With mounting disquiet and dread, they anxiously measured the 

times of light and darkness. Would the sun fade away forever this time? We can only imagine their relief and 

gladness when the decline stopped, and very gradually the daylight time started to once again lengthen. The 

winter solstice salutes the life-giving sun, and commemorates its unhurried but unmistakable return. Over the 

millennia, various religions have overlaid their own feasts and festivals on the ancient solstice observance, 

deepening its vitality and significance, layer by layer. 

We humans need rituals like this, just as we need stories, those universal narratives we repeat to each other 

and to ourselves, to help decode the mysteries and enigmas of life, the universe, and everything. Stories and 

rituals keep us grounded, connected, and sane. But here in North America, in the early twenty-first century, 

the rituals of Christmas have become a kind of ritual madness. 

"I'm just trying to create Christmas memories for my kids," wails frazzled Mom. (Frazzled, now there's a 

Christmassy word.) But what will Ryan and Jen really remember? Probably a cranky, snappish mother who 

was too busy with some silly project to relish the marvelously absurd spectacle of hatless snowplow drivers 

boxing without gloves on an icy road. 

Such an unexpected bit of performance art is something that only a child, or a rare adult who's retained a 

childlike appreciation of absurdity, irony, and serendipity, can savour. People are fond of saying that they "do 

up" Christmas for their children, for the sake of creating memories. But memories can't be selectively 

"created" not with the best of intentions, not with any amount of money. For a kid, the most enduring           

memories are zings out of the blue, ricocheting off the cozily familiar: the ritual of playing in the snow all day 

during vacation week enlivened and rendered indelible by a small, unpredictable drama. 

For Ryan, Christmas will eventually blur into an undifferentiated (if fond) haze of trees and lights, tinsel, and 

glitz, wrapped packages and family dinners. But those battling snowplow drivers will live forever, in sharp and 

vivid detail. Too bad Mom missed it. 

For too many of us, Christmas is no longer a celebration, but a relentlessly  stressful, crazy-making jumble of 
(Continued on page 24) 
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Mocktail for the Designated Drivers 
 250 ml Cookies-and-cream ice cream  5 ml Grenadine   

 250 ml Sliced Strawberries     125 ml Milk   

 Blend all ingredients together until smooth. Garnish with strawberry fan. Serve cold. 

Christmas Rituals 

the social, the commercial, the traditional, the religious, the personal - too many 

agendas, too much hype, too much of everything, slopped into a slender, sacred 

vessel never meant to contain such a potentially toxic brew. Impossibly          

overwhelming expectations and hopes are much too frequently squeezed into that 

One Big Day. 

Merchants rely on Christmas spending as their chief engine of business success. Charitable organizations 

turn loose their slickest copywriters to fire up guilt and get those checks rolling in. Strife-torn families, who 

should know better, somehow talk themselves into believing that celebrating Christmas together will magically 

heal decades-old wounds, or at least paper over, with gaudy gift wrap, deep personal, religious, and political 

differences. Religious leaders try, with ever-declining success, to refocus attention on the holiday's spiritual 

aspects. 

Naming a day cannot preserve a moment in time. There is no saving it, only living fully in that moment,        

tasting , smelling, touching, and reveling in it. This moment, the eternal now, beckons eternally. If there's any 

agreement about Christmas, it's that it's all about gifts. On one hand, this obsession is a big part of modern 

Christmas's binge-and-burden mentality. But look more closely. Blink three times. Is it a coincidence that        

another word for gift is "present"? The present moment, however astonishing or mundane, is the only         

moment we, any of us, have. It is our gift. 

Perhaps it's time to step back, decelerate, unplug, simplify, clarify. Let's get off this roller coaster of exertion, 

emotion, exhaustion, elation, and enervation that pretends to be a sacred mid-winter festival. It's okay to say 

"No!" to excess, "No!" to acquisition obsession, "No!" to compulsive, competitive shopping, "No!" to the         

caricature of itself modern Christmas has become. 

Instead, we can learn how to celebrate a low-key, low-stress, back-to-basics, safe holiday. You can get off 

the competitive shopping treadmill. Parties are optional. Really! Think before accepting invitations: Do I really 

want to go out - or would I rather stay home with my family and enjoy a quiet evening? 

Do you still feel dragooned by empty custom to serve particular foods and display particular decorations? 

Simply refusing to buy into the commercial Christmas rat race will bring immediate benefits. Keeping to        

normal schedules and household routines makes the season bright and balanced, mellow and memorable - a 

quiet celebration rather than a riotous, unsettling muddle. Remember: Despite how the glossy magazine 

would have it, Christmas isn't a decorating contest, a culinary competition, a test of financial one-upmanship, 

or a social status derby. Overstimulation, frantic busyness, worry, and overeating can be disastrous to your 

health - not to mention destructive of the very felicity and serenity the holidays, at their best, promise. 

No - Christmas is a joyous festival of faith, hope, renewal, and connection. Since the dawn of time, like our 

ancestors, we greet the gradually returning light and warmth of the sun with joy, relief, and gratitude. Each 

day, Christmas or not, is a splendid new gift to be savoured and relished. Welcome Christmas with a swelling 

heart, not with dread and obsession. Relish Christmas as it was meant to be, in reverence, in humility, in grat-

itude, in bliss. 
- Wendy Christensen 

(Continued from page 23) 
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Valentine’s Day 
Whenever Valentine's Day comes up, the newspaper, TV, and stores are full of     

heart-shaped candy boxes, roses, and jewellery for "that special someone." The        

holiday has become a celebration of romantic love, and that's great if you're in a     

romantic relationship or you're married, which is like having an automatic valentine.  

But not everyone is so lucky. There are plenty of people who aren't seeing someone 

right now, which is code for haven't had a date in eons. And that's okay, every day except Valentine's Day. 

Some single people can feel like losers on Valentine's Day. They're left out of the hearts and candy. They  

become wallflowers at the party of life. This is sad, and wrong. It's time to revisit the way we think about       

Valentine's Day.  

St. Valentine's Day was intended to celebrate a loving man, a priest so sweet, giving, and devout that he   

became a saint. Historically, his day had nothing to do with romance. In fact, it wasn't until the Middle Ages, 

when Geoffrey Chaucer wrote a poem entitled "Parliament of Foules," that St. Valentine's Day became          

associated with romantic love. Aha! So the link between Valentine's Day and romance is pure fiction. Chaucer 

made it up, so he could move some poems. Sex sells. Romance novels are bestsellers for a reason. 

Valentine's Day is really about love. Not only romantic love, but also just plain love. And if you're not married 

or seeing someone, you can still have love in your life.  

Many people have tons of love in their lives. You, your children, your family, and your friends. You love the 

people you work with. You love your pets. You may love spaghetti. Some people love opera or books. In 

short, we all love. 

If one were going to improve on that maxim of Descartes, "I think, therefore I am," then say, "I love, therefore I 

am." Or instead of Pope's saying, "To err is human," you'd go with, "to love is human.” 

On Valentine's Day, let's celebrate love. Shower the people you love with love. Don't take each other for 

granted, recognize that we grow more valuable to each other as times passes, not less. Raise a glass to 

someone you love, in celebration of an emotion that powers our best intentions, leads to our greatest          

happiness, and gives us the stories of the world's greatest operas, movies, and novels. 

Now, there may be some of you reading this who have no one. Maybe you've lost someone, or they're far 

away, and you're left hiding in your house or apartment, waiting for Valentine's Day to pass. Here's some   

advice: 

Find the love in your life, because it's all around you. And if you can't find it, make it yourself. Make love. And 

by that, this does not mean Match.com. 

I mean, adopt a dog and love it. Buy a pretty collar and walk it around the block. A cat works, too. Cats like 

pretty collars, even though they're too proud to say so. Or get a fish. There's no shame in love you can buy, 

even if it has scales. Goldfish do not get enough credit. Not everyone can look good in orange. 

Or read a book that everyone says is great. You'll find a story that you love and maybe an author. Or if you 

don't like to read, go rent Legends of the Fall.  You'll love Brad Pitt, whether you're a man or a woman. 

And if none of that appeals to you, volunteer at a shelter or a hospital. Cook a meal for the parents at Ronald 

McDonald House. 

Because the thing about love is that we can't control whether we get it, but we can control whether we give it. 

And each feels as good as the other. Your heart doesn't know whether it's loving another person, a TV show, 

or a guppy. If your heart were that smart, it would be your brain. All your heart knows is that it's full and     

happy, and you will feel alive and human.  

And next time, you will have a wonderful Valentine's Day. And, better yet, a wonderful life. 
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Ukrainian Easter 
Easter. The feast of Christ's resurrection, which in its observance combines both pre-Christian and Christian 

elements. In Ukrainian, Easter is called Velykden (the Great Day), a term used in early Rus' translations of 

John Dumascene.  

The last Sunday before Easter (Palm Sunday) is called Willow Sunday (Verbna nedilia). On this day, pussy 

willow branches are blessed in the church. The people tap one another with these branches, repeating the 

wish: "Be as tall as the willow, as healthy as the water, and as rich as the earth." (Bud velykyi, iak verba, a 

zdorovyi, iak voda, a bahatyi, iak zemlia!) They also use the branches to drive cattle to the pasture for the first 

time, and the father or eldest son thrusts his branch into the earth for luck.   

The week before Easter, the Great (Velykyi) Week, is called the White (Bilyi) or Pure (Chystyi) Week. During 

this time, an effort is made to finish all field work before Thursday, since from Thursday on, work is forbidden. 

On the evening of "Pure" (also called "Great" or "Passion") Thursday, the passion (stratsi) service is           

performed, after which people return home with lighted candles. Maundy Thursday, called "the Easter of the 

dead" in eastern Ukraine, is connected with the cult of the dead, who are believed to meet in the church on 

that night for the Divine Liturgy. 

On Passion (Strasna) Friday - Good Friday - no work is done. In some localities, the Holy Shroud 

(plashchanytsia) is carried solemnly three times around the church and, after appropriate services, laid out for 

public veneration.   

Easter is the principle spring festival, and a series of rites have become centered around it. Easter rites      

preserve traces of pre-Christian rites, which, in general, show a striking similarity to those of Christmas and 

New Year's. These rites are closely related to agriculture, to the remembrance of the dead, and to the         

marriage season; during their performance, praise is given, ritual songs are sung, and there is much          

well-wishing.  

Easter is a feast of joy and gladness that unites the entire community in common celebration. For three days 

the community celebrates to the sound of bells and to the singing of spring songs - vesnianky. Easter begins 

with the Easter matins and the Divine Liturgy, during which the pasky (traditional Easter bread) and the       

pysanky and krashanky (decorated Easter eggs) are blessed in the church. After the service, people           

exchange Easter greetings, give each other krashanky, and then hurry home with their baskets of blessed 

food (sviachene). In the Hutsul region, the people first walk around the house three times, go to the stable, 

extend Easter greetings to the cattle, touch them with the sviachene, scatter pieces of Easter bread and salt 

in the manger, and send holiday greetings to the bees. Only then do they enter the house and break their 

feast.  

In western Ukraine, girls perform special choral dances on the church grounds. These are the hayivky, or   

hahilky, which have retained motifs that are older than those of the ordinary spring songs (vesnianky). They 

have a greater amount of ritual in them and contain elements of the round dance, of mimicry, and of choral 

composition.  

The krashanky and pysanky are an old pre-Christian element and have an important role in Easter rites. They 

are given as gifts or exchanged as a sign of affection, and their shells are put in water to the rakhmany 

(peaceful souls); finally, they are placed on the graves of the dead or buried in the graves and the next day 

are taken out and given to the poor. Related to the exchange of krashanky is the rite of sprinkling with water, 

which is still carried on in western Ukraine on the second day of Easter (Wet Monday, Oblyvanyi ponedilok); it 

is practiced by young people, the boys usually splashing the girls with water.  

During the Easter season in Ukraine the cult of the dead is observed. The dead are remembered on Monday 
(Continued on page 27) 
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Ukrainian Easter 

Thursday and also during the whole week after Easter [called the 

"Week of the Nymphs" (navskyi tyzhden), especially on the first  

Sunday following Easter called Khomyna (Thomas') or Providna (Seeing off)]. For the commemoration of the 

dead (provody) the people gather in church cemeteries, bringing with them dishes containing food and spirits 

or wine, some of which they consume, leaving the remainder by the graves of their relatives.  

- Encyclopedia of Ukraine Volume 1 

(Continued from page 26) 

May is the month to honour the special woman in your life. The one who sacrificed for your benefit. The     

unsung heroine of the world - Mom.  

Breakfast in bed has been done. She's probably gotten her share of blouses or floral bouquets. This year you 

may want to do something different. But what will that be? Consider these ideas to say thank you to your 

mother, stepmother, aunt, mentor, or any other woman you'd like to recognize this holiday: 

 Spa retreat - What woman doesn't enjoy a little pampering from time to time? Investigate the spas and 

salons in your area. Many full-service spas have treatments ranging from facials to hour-long body massages. 

They may even offer packages that enable you to group services together, allowing Mom to start her day with 

a relaxing massage and finish up with a new haircut and style.  

 Dream vacation - Is there a place Mom has always wanted to visit? Maybe finances were tight and she 

put her needs aside for a family trip instead? Giving back may mean giving her a special time away. Cruise 

ships and all-inclusive resorts offer a host of activities all for one price. This could be an option for gifters  

looking to book a vacation that does not require a lot of itinerary planning or co-ordination. Just make sure 

Mom has her passport or other necessary travel documents and you're set.  

 Catch a concert - You may or may not have the same taste in music as your mother, but surprising her 

with concert tickets can be an ideal way to show you care about her hobbies and interests. Many bands and 

singers that experienced their heyday when Mom was spinning her vinyl records or popping a tape in the     

cassette deck are still pumping out hits today. And chances are they're performing at venues around the 

country, too.  

 On to the theater - Perhaps your mother would be interested in seeing a play or musical. You don't need 

to travel to Broadway these days to see top stars in the shows you love. Traveling troupes and even local 

venues host popular stage shows. Just be sure to book early if you desire weekend tickets. They tend to go 

fast.  

 Girls' day out - Maybe Mom just desires spending a day out with her friends, other female companions, 

or you. Give her a gift certificate to a favorite restaurant and allow her to enjoy breakfast, lunch, or dinner.  

                               - The Times 

Mother’s Day 

Family Reunion Puzzler Answer: 

There was a brother and sister. The brother’s son was there and so was the sister’s daughter. From this, it  

follows that the son and daughter were cousins, and all the other relationships are straightforward. 

Matrimonial Problem Puzzler Answer: 

John and David were both clergymen. David married John to Diana. That is why they share the same         

anniversary. John married Jane to her husband. On a separate occasion, John married David to his wife. 
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